Independent Study
Work Plans
2021-2022

Dr. Peters Grade: 6

Google Class Code: g55gsfj

EPIC Code: pph0939..

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Complete Desmos Lesson Posted By Your
Teacher

Time and work product will be tracked through Desmos.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you learned,
what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the conflicts
presented in the video.

Science

Students use the Amplify science textbook
to read the lessons and complete the

Complete Amplify Science work assigned by teachers in Google Classroom.

Mr. Egana Grade: 5/6Google Class Code: flgt4wf(5)-d7cyebs(6)EPIC:wns5918
Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) or Amplify Science work assigned
by teachers in Google Classroom.

Mr. Pickering Grade: 6 Google Class Code: h3uxhyh Epic Code: xmm5844
SubjectEPIC
Program
& Time
Code:
..

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Complete Desmos Lesson Posted By
Your Teacher

Time and work product will be tracked through Desmos.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learned, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete Amplify Science assigned by teacher in Google Classroom.

Ms. Romero Grade: 5

Google Class Code: c5lilcb

EPIC Code: bkb6208

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in
Google Classroom.

Ms. Buster Grade: 5

Google Class Code: ul7ig55

EPIC Code: zqe9981

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Classroom.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in
Google Classroom.

Mr. Wilson Grade: 4

Google Class Code: 5wzk6mi

EPIC Code: sjj0808

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in
Google Classroom.

Ms. Bedwell Grade: 4
Subject
..

Google Class Code: m5qirxj Epic! blv8059

Program
& Time
EPIC
Code:
..

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.
https://www.theteacherscorner.net/daily-writing-prompts/

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily log.
https://padlet.com/cjohnson310/lmtgm7jspp2r

Social
Science

CNN 10 (https://www.cnn.com/cnn10)

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in
Google Classroom.

Ms. Vasquez Grade: 4DLI Google Class Code: 2tvjohs

EPIC Code: tlu2576

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

https://www.theteacherscorner.net/daily-writing-prompts

https://padlet.com/cjohnson310/lmtgm7jspp2r

Social
Science

CNN 10
https://www.cnn.com/cnn10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in
Google Classroom.

MS. PEARCE

Clever Programs

Description and Time

Student Activity

Google Class Code:
cnbamu4

Every week, using Epic or personal
reading material, read for 50
minutes per day.

Go to Whooo’s Reading and complete reading log
and complete two practice questions and one quiz.

Math

Every week, complete 4 lessons on
Zearn,

Complete 1 quiz per week on Google Classroom on
the Classwork page.

Every week, watch 1 Brainpop Jr.
video on Reading and Writing:
Choose Writing with the Senses,
Writing a Paragraph or Short Story.

After watching the video Complete the Hard Quiz.
For the next 4 days, complete the Daily Writing
Prompt assignment in Google Classroom. Use the
skills shown in the BrainPop Jr. Video.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity
from walking to playing soccer.. For
indoor ideas, check out NCP

Science/ Social
Science

Read 4 assigned readworks articles
per week.

In readworks, complete your book of knowledge
sentences.

Select the section for art and watch
the video about collages.

Take the hard quiz, then go to Google Classroom
and create a jamboard a week. Choose a theme or
feeling from something you read or completed this
week.

Reading

Writing

Art

Subject

Directions

Ms. Arellano’s Google Classroom Code: 3fcxthy

Reading

Choose 1 book from Raz-kids Reading
Room every day. Remember to listen to it,
read and record and take the
comprehension quiz.

Write a summary of 4 books that you read. Remember to write
Book title & Author, who was in the story, what the story is about, explain what this
story teaches you and explain why you think this. Create a Google Document to
type this, or write the 4 summaries on a separate piece of paper and turn it into
the office with this paper when you return.

Math

Zearn Computer Program: Complete one
lesson each day.

Time and work will be tracked through Zearn / Clever on the teacher’s computer.

Writing

Write each day. Search for ideas for writing
here. Each writing should be 10 sentences
long.

The story should have a beginning, a middle and an end. It should include what
the day was like, who was there, how did you feel, and what happened.
Upload writing daily to Google Classroom or write it on a separate piece of paper
and turn it into the office with this paper when you return.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities on Google Classroom or create a log with the date and what you
did on a separate piece of paper and turn it into the office with this paper when you
return.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily log.

Social
Science/
Science

CNN 10 and Mystery Science.

Social Studies: Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Mystery Science: Go to Clever, to
Mrs. Arellano’s Classroom and watch a Mystery Science Video.

Mr. Dante

Grade: 3 DLI

Google Class:izbwuew

EPIC Code:ahn8479

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 45 minutes in EPIC.

Write a summary of reading including:
Book title & Author, describe the characters, summarize the plot, explain the
theme or author’s purpose and then use evidence from the text to support the
theme / purpose. Upload to Google Docs.

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 60 minutes

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn / Clever.

Writing

Write each day for 30 minutes. Find the
daily prompt here.

Upload 2-3 paragraphs writing daily to Google Classroom.

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log PE activities in Google Classroom.

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Google Classroom or draw digitally on daily
log.

Social
Science

CNN 10

Watch the daily CNN 10 video. Write a paragraph reflection on what you
learning, what you find interesting or suggestions for improving one of the
conflicts presented in the video.

Science

Assignments in Google Classroom

Complete any Mystery Science (grade 3-5) work assigned by teachers in

Ms. Hernandez

Grade: 2

Epic Class Code: lyn0848

Use the CLASS NOTES to help you keep up with what we do IN CLASS daily.
Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading &
Phonics

Read 25 minutes in EPIC
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to
www.getepic.com and enter the teacher’s class code)

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)

Math

1 lesson a day on Zearn
(*Lesson is complete when
you’ve completed the
Tower of Power)

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity - dancing, walking,
running, soccer, etc. Cha-Cha Slide

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to watch and
create.

Upload art or pictures of art to SeeSaw

History &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in
Seesaw.

Ms. Manfredi & Ms. Drake

Grade: 2

Epic Class Code: dkb5346

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 50 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to SeeSaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Mr. Villarroel

Grade: 2

Epic Class Code: aph3568

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 50 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to SeeSaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Sr. Villarroel Grado: 2 Código de clase épica: aph3568
Tema

Programa y hora

Entregable a Google Classroom

Leer

Leer 25 minutos en EPIC

Dibuja un resumen de la lectura que incluya:
-Caracteres
-Resumen de la trama (lo que sucedió al principio, medio y final)
(nota: acceda a EPIC a través de Clever o vaya a www.getepic.com e ingrese
el código de clase del maestro)

Matemátic
as

Practica Zearn Math durante 50 minutos.

El tiempo y el producto del trabajo se rastrearán a través de Zearn.
Nota: acceda a Zearn a través de Clever.

Escribiend
o

Escribe en un diario todos los días
durante 30 minutos.

Subir la escritura diariamente a Seesaw

SOBRE

20 minutos diarios de actividad física:
bailar, caminar, correr, fútbol, etc.

Iniciar sesión Balancín

Arte

Elija dos videos por semana para
incluirlos en una paleta para verlos y
crearlos.

Sube arte o imágenes de arte a SeeSaw

Ciencias
sociales y
ciencias

Asignaciones de balancín

Completa todas las actividades de ciencias o ciencias sociales publicadas por el
maestro en Balancín.

Room 7

Grade: 1

Epic Class Code: xev8122

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Google Classroom

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 45 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing or pictures of writing to Dojo

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Send log on Dojo

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Dojo

Social
Science &
Science

Mystery Science

Watch the Mystery Science Videos

Ms. Masalta Room 7

Grade: 1

Epic Class Code: xev8122

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 45 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing or pictures of writing to Dojo

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Send log on Dojo

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Dojo

Social
Science &
Science

Mystery Science

Watch the Mystery Science Videos

Ms. Masalta Salon 7

Codigo de Epic- xev8122

Tema

Programa y hora

Entregable a Google Classroom

Leer

Leer 25 minutos en EPIC

Dibuja un resumen de la lectura que incluya:
-Caracteres
-Resumen de la trama (lo que sucedió al principio, medio y final)
(nota: acceda a EPIC a través de Clever o vaya a www.getepic.com e ingrese
el código de clase del maestro)

Matemáticas

Practica Zearn Math para 45 minutos.

El tiempo y el producto del trabajo se rastrearán a través de Zearn.
Nota: acceda a Zearn a través de Clever.

Escribiendo

Escribe en un diario todos los días
durante 30 minutos.

Subir un foto la escritura diariamente a Dojo

SOBRE

20 minutos diarios de actividad física:
bailar, caminar, correr, fútbol, etc.

Manda notas de los actividades en Dojo

Arte

Elija dos videos por semana para
incluirlos en una paleta para verlos y
crearlos.

Sube arte o imágenes de arte a Dojo

Ciencias
sociales y
ciencias

Mystery Science (curiculo de ciencia)

Mira peliculas cientificas en Mystery Science

Ms. Filbin Room 9

Grade: 1

Epic Class Code: access thru clever

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 50 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to SeeSaw

Ms. Guzman

Grade: 1 DLI

Epic Class Code: kzj6895

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable

Reading

Read 25 minutes in EPIC

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end)
(note: access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the
teacher’s class code)

Math

Practice Zearn Math for 50 minutes.

Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn
Note: access Zearn thru Clever.

Writing

Write in a journal each day for 30 minutes

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to SeeSaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Ms. Kemmer

Grade: K

EPIC Code: ncx4263

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Seesaw

Reading

Read or listen to read alouds for 30
minutes in EPIC.

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end?!)

(note; access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the teacher’s
class code)
Math

Practice Zearn for 40 minutes daily.

Access Zearn thru Clever. Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn.

Writing

Write the alphabet and numbers 1-20
daily

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet
to watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Seesaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Ms. Viengvilai

Grade: K

EPIC Code: ...

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Seesaw

Reading

Read or listen to read alouds for 30
minutes in EPIC.

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end?!)

(note; access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the teacher’s
class code)
Math

Practice Zearn for 40 minutes daily.

Access Zearn thru Clever. Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn.

Writing

Write the alphabet and numbers 1-20
daily

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet
to watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Seesaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Ms. Uribe

Grade: K DLI

EPIC Code: qrx9707

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Seesaw (Access thru Clever)

Reading

Read or listen to read alouds for 30
minutes in EPIC.

Draw a summary of reading including:
-Characters
-Summary of the Plot (what happened beginning, middle and end?!)

(note; access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the teacher’s
class code)
Math

Practice Zearn for 30 minutes daily.

Access Zearn thru Clever. Time and work product will be tracked through Zearn.

Writing

Write the alphabet and numbers 1-20
daily

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.

Log in Seesaw

Art

Pick two videos per week on padlet to
watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Seesaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

Ms Ludwig

Grade: K

EPIC Code: whk3029

Subject

Program & Time

Deliverable to Seesaw

Reading/
Phonics

Read or listen to read alouds for 30
minutes in EPIC.

Draw a summary of reading including:
Draw a picture of your favorite part in the book

(note; access EPIC thru Clever or go to www.getepic.com and enter the teacher’s
class code)
Math

Splash math 40 minutes

Access Splashmath thru Clever. Time and work product will be tracked through Splash
math.

Writing

Draw a picture of something you did
today.

Upload writing daily to Seesaw

PE

20 minutes daily of physical activity dancing, walking, running, soccer, etc.
If you can’t get outside, use the
following links to help you get some
exercise.

Going on a dragon hunt Yoga
Listen and Move

Art

Pick two videos per week to in padlet
to watch and create.

Upload art or pictures of art to Seesaw

Social
Science &
Science

Seesaw Assignments

Complete any science or social science activities posted by the teacher in Seesaw.

